reflecting on forty years of matrimony john piper exalts the biblical meaning of marriage over its emotion exhorting couples to keep their covenant as a display of christ s covenant keeping love for the church now available in paperback there has never been a generation whose view of marriage has been high enough and this is all the more true today though selfishness and cultural bondage obstruct the wonder of god s purpose his vision for marriage in the bible frees us from small romance intoxicated views as john piper explains most foundationally marriage is the doing of god and ultimately marriage is the display of god it displays the covenant keeping love between christ and his people to the world in a way that no other event or institution does marriage therefore is not mainly about being in love it is mainly about telling the truth with our lives and staying married is not about staying in love it is about keeping covenant and putting the glory of christ s covenant keeping love on display this momentary marriage unpacks the biblical vision for marriage its unexpected contours and its weighty implications for married single divorced and remarried alike reflecting on forty years of marriage to noel john piper exalts the biblical meaning of marriage exhorting couples to keep their covenant for all the best reasons the parable of the prodigal son is found in the text of the new testament in luke 15 11 32 to be exact it was told by jesus to his followers to illustrate god s love and forgiveness even when one would abandon the security and blessings god has bestowed to follow a fallen wisdom over that which god has provided it is illustrative of a common theme woven throughout the bible starting with adam and eve through the tower of babel to the doubting israelites in the wilderness and even to the present day the truth of the parable of the prodigal son applies to spouses as well and it is a testament to god s unconditional love and the realization that our loved ones will sometimes head out on their own outside the will of god only to realize the treasure they lost in their rebellion and it bears noting that in the parable of the prodigal son the father had the means and wherewithal to stop his son from leaving but knew it was the choice of his son and the parable is a lesson in the ways god works and those ways are explored throughout this work the prodigal spouse also comes with a compendium of inspirational verses directly from the word of god designed to give thoughts of peace and not of evil that will guard your hearts and your minds and give you hope for the future what causes a happily married christian husband to commit adultery how can the betrayed wife continue to honor her husband after the betrayal what does a couple do when the other woman doesn t accept that the affair is over janine and seth owens find themselves searching for the answers to all of the above in this powerful short story watch lives be changed forever as a couple fights against weapons of natural and spiritual form to stay together after the ultimate betrayal the battle won t be easily won when the pregnant mistress is a woman scorned and out to get what s hers slightly revision of the author s thesis doctoral pontifical biblical institute rome 2011 ruth christa mathieson s unique reading of matthew s parable of the royal wedding feast matt 22 1 14 which concludes with the king s demand that one of the guests be bound and cast out into the outer darkness focuses on the means of the underdressed guest s expulsion using sociorhetorical interpretation mathieson draws the parable into conversation with early jewish narratives of the angel raphael binding hands and feet 1 enoch tobit and the protocol for expelling individuals from the community in matt 18 she asserts that readers are invited to consider if the person who is bound and cast out is a danger to the little ones of the community of faith unless removed and restrained interpreters of matthew s parable of the wedding feast 22 1 14 typically associate the king with god and then justify his violent attacks against city and guests interpreters of the parable of the ten virgins 25 1 13 typically associate the bridegroom with jesus and then justify his extreme rejection of the foolish virgins questioning such allegorical interpretations this study first details how hebrew greek and roman texts depict without requiring allegorical understandings numerous bridegrooms associated not only with joy but also with violence and death second this project appeals to the disruptive nature of parables the feminist technique of resisting reading and the matthean jesus s own ethical instructions to argue that in the parables those who resist violent rulers and uncaring bridegrooms are the ones worthy of the kingdom the study then shows how the matthean jesus the brideless celibate bridegroom creates a fictive...
family by disrupting biological and marital ties redefining masculinity and undermining the desirability of marriage and procreation jsnts 292 a companion book to growing a successful marriage through faith also by charlie l jones this unique premarital counseling tool is presented in the form of an easy to read story young and impressionable daisy cabbage head resides in mr goodson s garden with other vegetables she has reached the age of courtship and is looking for a relationship that may lead to marriage but how to choose the best helpmate given all the suitors in the garden each vegetable represents a personality type she might consider as a partner who would make a good husband she soon realizes that first her heart must be cultivated by her gardener to receive the seed of faith for she must be well grounded in faith in order to make the best decisions the lessons learned by daisy also apply to humans seeking long term relationships readers are invited to read each section of the book then answer corresponding questions in the vegetable soup section the food for thought section provides space for the reader to write their thoughts about issues the gumbo section encourages you to analyze the type of relationship you have and demonstrates that even in a tumultuous marriage trials are sometimes the soil in which faith grows all things work for the good for those who love the lord and all things are possible if the holy spirit is your guide the book stresses the need for a healthy lifestyle in mind emotional body nutritional and soul spiritual biblical scriptures and proverbs are used to illustrate the stages of spiritual maturity role reversal is used to make the story gender friendly and to address role ambiguities and double standards in courtship the book is for anyone wanting to build relationships based on biblical principles it provides instruction on how to look beyond another s physical appearance social status and accomplishments and allow god to let them see their spiritual essence that is the best way to ensure a relationship will stand the trials of life and the test of time teens over 16 will also enjoy the story and it s a non threatening way for parents to address issues relevant to them such as bullying respecting authority figures and self esteem and can be used to encourage better nutritional choices and promote a love for gardening could you counsel someone who is considering marriage or having difficulty in his her relationship and explain god s real purpose for marriage would you like to be able to explain the meaning of marriage to your children and friends but aren t sure how have you been dead ended by our culture s definition of marriage what s the deal with marriage anyway a lot god s design for marriage goes deeper than just saying i do and just as god s story of redemption starts in genesis and ends with john s revelation so does the story and purpose of marriage learn to read between the lines and join buddy helms in an eye opening and page turning journey through the bible you ll hear what many have to say about interpreting the bible s metaphors similes and types and discover what god has been trying to communicate to the world since the beginning of time marriage what s the deal the deal is you ll never look at marriage the same h e offers a layered nuanced interpretation of scripture that simultaneously will strengthen marriages and intensify christians understanding of the intimate relationship between christ and his church marv knox editor of the baptist standard this book was written based on the revelation i receivev from the spirit of the lord revealing the true identity of the bride of christ and that of the invited guests to the marriage supper of the lamb in revelation chapter 19 god used the parable of the wedding feast in matthew chapter 22 to symbolize the meaning and interpretation of the marriagesupper of the lamb at the end of the age at the heart of this book is the conviction that moderns have lost their ability to think morally and theologically moral language such as right wrong and ought is seen as meaningless modern society and frequently the church have adopted an emphasis on individual freedom and choice in which all is a matter of personal attitude or opinion then god plays little or no role in this important volume harry huebner and david schroeder analyze our moral predicament and its implications they build a case for an ethical approach based on scripture and the centrality of god and jesus christ an approach in which the church plays an integral role to say love is what makes a marriage work is like saying it takes oxygen to climb a mountain yes oxygen is necessary but not sufficient from the author of the bestselling go giver series and his wife a clinically trained therapist this one of a kind relationship guide shows readers how to unlock a deeply satisfying abundant relationship based on simple everyday acts of generosity in this new narrative a position has opened up at the top of the multinational giant ralph s famous coffee and tom desperately wants the job to gain the position he must first go through a series of interviews with the company s top executives including its eccentric cfo jesse and s wife tess is facing her own challenges the couple first met on the job where jesse was a parable of permanence john piper
was a rising star until her career was put on hold by the birth of a son with special needs the trauma and heartbreak of the past six years has put tremendous stress on their marriage now tess has learned that her best friend amy is getting a divorce could she and tom be drifting in the same direction the thought leaves her stomach in knots but tom and tess are about to have a transformational day over the next few hours they will each learn from a wise cast of characters including some surprise guests from previous go giver stories about five powerful secrets to building a love that lasts over the years since the original book s publication the term go giver has become shorthand for a defining set of values that has helped hundreds of thousands of people around the world find greater professional success now with its charming fable within a parable followed by an in depth practical guide the go giver marriage brings the personal side of the go giver to life one man one woman takes an in depth look at the marriage relationship of one man and one woman and how it reflects the beauty of christs relationship with his church one man one woman is a book about what was in gods mind as he made the first man and the first woman and subsequently how we can discover the closest relationship possible with both god and spouse in this book we explore how pornography adultery homosexuality and judging one another breaks the oneness relationship and distracts us from focusing on what we should be focusing on that is spreading the gospel and calling others to repentance and a turning away from sin one man one woman is also about learning how to handle some of the many relationship challenges we face as imperfect beings living in an ever corrupting world while christianity seemingly slumbers on sexual identity is becoming a matter of subjective preference and choice rather than birthright and blessing traditional marriage is ever weakening under fire and conventional sex is taking a back seat to alternative sexual exploration consequently divorce rates are accelerating and christian marriage values are succumbing into a minority view but god had a plan in the beginning and marriage was and still is an integral part of that plan in the gospel of john jesus uses an eastern wedding custom when announcing he was leaving to prepare a place for you thus signaling the beginning of the end the impending wedding ceremony and the imminent start of eternity with him people get readyjesus is returning soon in this book you will get answers to the following questions is marriage for everyone how does one prepare for marriage what are the different categories of delay in life why are you not married this book is not theoretical but practical the contents have been tested and proven with shared testimonies to show your testimony is next as you read and act on all the book reveals olumide oladapo emmanuel is a man of multiple graces with influence across the religious and secular arena he is a bible scholar a role model a creative thinker a motivational speaker a business man entrepreneur wealth creation agent leadership developer counsellor and resource person also a church planter consultant and administrator he is a best selling author with over forty 40 books which have been celebrated both within and outside the shores of nigeria he is the general overseer of calvary bible church idimu lagos he is the host of the wisdom for singles conference which was birthed february 14 1999 wisdom for singles today is a household name in nigeria and beyond touching thousands of youths and singles his daily and weekly media broadcast is a delight to millions he sits on the board of numerous businesses and directly manages some of them which include common sense ltd a group of businesses parable ventures ltd pvl wealth creation network wcn dynamites forum international dfi an ngo and many others he is the setman over the empowerment assembly tea and executive director success business leadership school sbls he is the founder president of olumide emmanuel foundation oef an ngo established with the aim of eradicating poverty and establishing legacy he is married with children the teachers of hasidism gave new life to the literary tradition of parable a story that teaches a spiritual or moral truth in the hasidic parable acclaimed author aryeh wineman takes readers through the great works of the hasidic storytellers telling parables explains rabbi wineman was a strategy that the hasidic masters used to foster a radical shift in thinking about god the world and the values and norms of religious life although these parables date back 200 years or more they deal with moral and religious themes and issues still relevant today each is accompanied by notes and commentary by the author that illuminate their ideological significance and their historical roots and background these parables have been culled from classical hasidic homiletic texts chosen because of their literary qualities their explanation of key concepts in the hasidic world view and also because of what they say to us about the conflicts and tensions accompanying hasidism s emergence and growth this is a love story that will inspire you challenge you and warm your
heart as it takes you on a journey through the life passages of a fictional marriage it is about the secret of finding and moreover staying in love the marriage story is a modern parable about the universal desire for a better life it is also a cautionary reminder of how easy it is to become sidetracked by things that have little to do with loving each other for a young couple about to be married the marriage story shines a light on the road ahead with all of its promises and potholes for couples who have graduated to their second decade together the marriage story is a wake up call for how easily love can slip away and for couples reaching their golden years the marriage story will feel like either a celebration for a life well lived or a regret for what could have been finally the marriage story is a declaration that it is possible to stay in love for life as long as we care more about each other than about life s distractions the things that don t really matter in divine marriage from eden to the end of days andre villeneuve explores the mystery of god s love in the bible and ancient jewish tradition scripture portrays the covenant between god and his people as a divine human marriage spanning through all of human history for the ancient jewish interpreters god married humanity at the dawn of creation in the garden of eden but the union was broken by human sin the lord restored the relationship when he betrothed israel at mount sinai yet the covenant was wounded again with the transgression of the golden calf the nuptial bond was healed anew commemorated and reenacted through liturgical worship in israel s tabernacle and temple this worship in god s nuptial chamber in turn anticipated the ultimate fulfillment of the divine human marriage in the messianic age at the end of history the first part of the book explores the marriage through israel s biblical history in light of ancient jewish exegesis the second part unveils the marriage in the ancient interpretation of the song of songs and in wisdom literature the third part reveals how the same symbolism is taken up in the new testament and applied to the marriage between christ and the church discover what it means to be the bride of christ the bible is full of wedding language metaphors symbolism and pictures explaining the importance and significance of marriage in will you marry me author laynie travis discusses how the bridegroom and bride relationship found in the bible is more than a metaphor she shares how jesus offers you an invitation and gives you clues showing what he intends this love relationship to look like in this seven session study laynie explains that jesus your bridegroom passionately pursues you and invites you to be his bride she teaches how to become betrothed to christ how to prepare yourself in this life for the coming wedding and how to participate in a reciprocating love relationship with him she uses jewish wedding history biblical illustrations miracles and parables to demonstrate the deeper spiritual significance of what it means to be betrothed to jesus this study includes information and discussion about the ancient jewish wedding process and how it applies to believers the parable of the ten virgins and the parable of the man in the wrong wedding clothes the story of the jewish brides of isaac and jacob and their betrothal scenes jesus first miracle at the wedding in cana jesus the samaritan woman and the betrothal scene the future prophetic wedding rapture and second coming of christ jesus is on his knee pleading for your hand in marriage
This Momentary Marriage 2012
reflecting on forty years of matrimony john piper exalts the biblical meaning of marriage over its emotion exhorting couples to keep their covenant as a display of christ s covenant keeping love for the church now available in paperback

This Momentary Marriage a Parable of Permanence 2009
there has never been a generation whose view of marriage has been high enough and this is all the more true today though selfishness and cultural bondage obstruct the wonder of god s purpose his vision for marriage in the bible frees us from small romance intoxicated views as john piper explains most foundationally marriage is the doing of god and ultimately marriage is the display of god it displays the covenant keeping love between christ and his people to the world in a way that no other event or institution does marriage therefore is not mainly about being in love it is mainly about telling the truth with our lives and staying married is not about staying in love it is about keeping covenant and putting the glory of christ s covenant keeping love on display this momentary marriage unpacks the biblical vision for marriage its unexpected contours and its weighty implications for married single divorced and remarried alike reflecting on forty years of marriage to noel john piper exalts the biblical meaning of marriage exhorting couples to keep their covenant for all the best reasons

This Momentary Marriage 2013-04-23
the parable of the prodigal son is found in the text of the new testament in luke 15 11 32 to be exact it was told by jesus to his followers to illustrate god s love and forgiveness even when one would abandon the security and blessings god has bestowed to follow a fallen wisdom over that which god has provided it is illustrative of a common theme woven throughout the bible starting with adam and eve through the tower of babel to the doubting israelites in the wilderness and even to the present day the truth of the parable of the prodigal son applies to spouses as well and it is a testament to god s unconditional love and the realization that our loved ones will sometimes head out on their own outside the will of god only to realize the treasure they lost in their rebellion and it bears noting that in the parable of the prodigal son the father had the means and wherewithal to stop his son from leaving but knew it was the choice of his son and the parable is a lesson in the ways god works and those ways are explored throughout this work the prodigal spouse also comes with a compendium of inspirational verses directly from the word of god designed to give thoughts of peace and not of evil that will guard your hearts and your minds and give you hope for the future

Eternal Marriage and the Parable of the Silverware 2004
what causes a happily married christian husband to commit adultery how can the betrayed wife continue to honor her husband after the betrayal what does a couple do when the other woman doesn t accept that the affair is over janine and seth owens find themselves searching for the answers to all of the above in this powerful short story watch lives be changed forever as a couple fights against weapons of natural and spiritual form to stay together after the ultimate betrayal the battle won t be easily won when the pregnant mistress is a woman scorned and out to get what s hers

The Prodigal Spouse 2019-10-13
slightly revision of the author s thesis doctoral pontifical biblical institute rome 2011

It Won't Prosper 2016-10-21
ruth christa mathieson s unique reading of matthew s parable of the royal wedding feast matt 22 1 14 which concludes with the king s demand that one of the guests be bound and cast out
into the outer darkness focuses on the means of the underdressed guest’s expulsion using sociorhetorical interpretation Mathieson draws the parable into conversation with early Jewish narratives of the angel Raphael binding hands and feet in Enoch Tobit and the protocol for expelling individuals from the community in Matt 18. She asserts that readers are invited to consider if the person who is bound and cast out is a danger to the little ones of the community of faith unless removed and restrained.

"Everything is Ready: Come to the Marriage Banquet"

2012

Interpreters of Matthew’s parable of the wedding feast 22 1-14 typically associate the king with God and then justify his violent attacks against city and guests. Interpreters of the parable of the ten virgins 25 1-13 typically associate the bridegroom with Jesus and then justify his extreme rejection of the foolish virgins. Questioning such allegorical interpretations, this study first details how Hebrew, Greek, and Roman texts depict without requiring allegorical understandings numerous bridegrooms associated not only with joy but also with violence and death. Second, this project appeals to the disruptive nature of parables. Feminist techniques of resisting reading and the Matthew’s own ethical instructions to argue that in the parables those who resist violent rulers and uncaring bridegrooms are the ones worthy of the kingdom. The study then shows how the Matthew’s Jesus the brideless celibate bridegroom creates a fictive family by disrupting biological and marital ties of making masculinity and undermining the desirability of marriage and procreation.

Twenty-four Sermons, on the parable of the marriage of the king’s son [in Matthew, XXII, 1-14], preached in the parish church of St. John, Manchester, etc 1812

A companion book to Growing a Successful Marriage Through Faith, also by Charlie L. Jones, this unique premarital counseling tool is presented in the form of an easy to read story. Young and impressionable Daisy Cabbage, head resides in Mr. Goodson’s garden with other vegetables, she has reached the age of courtship and is looking for a relationship that may lead to marriage. But how to choose the best helpmate? Given all the suitors in the garden, each vegetable represents a personality type she might consider as a partner, who would make a good husband? She soon realizes that first her heart must be cultivated by her gardener to receive the seed of faith. For she must be well grounded in faith in order to make the best decisions. The lessons learned by Daisy also apply to humans seeking long term relationships. Readers are invited to read each section of the book and answer corresponding questions in the Vegetable Soup Section. The Food for Thought section provides space for the reader to write their thoughts about the issues. The Gumbo Section encourages you to analyze the type of relationship you have and demonstrates that even in a tumultuous marriage, trials are sometimes the soil in which faith grows. All things work for the good for those who love the Lord, and all things are possible if the Holy Spirit is your guide. The book stresses the need for a healthy lifestyle in mind, emotional, body, nutritional, and soul. Spiritual biblical scriptures and proverbs are used to illustrate the stages of spiritual maturity. Role reversal is used to make the story gender friendly and to address role ambiguities and double standards in courtship. The book is for anyone wanting to build relationships based on biblical principles. It provides instruction on how to look beyond another’s physical appearance, and spiritual status and accomplishments and allow God to let them see their spiritual essence. That is the best way to ensure a relationship will stand the trials of life and the test of time. Teens over 16 will also enjoy the story and it’s a non-threatening way for parents to address issues relevant to them such as bullying, respecting authority figures, and self-esteem, and can be used to encourage better nutritional choices and promote a love for gardening.

Matthew’s Parable of the Royal Wedding Feast

2023-09-12 6/13
could you counsel someone who is considering marriage or having difficulty in his her relationship and explain god s real purpose for marriage would you like to be able to explain the meaning of marriage to your children and friends but aren t sure how have you been dead ended by our culture s definition of marriage anyway a lot god s design for marriage goes deeper than just saying i do and just as god s story of redemption starts in genesis and ends with john s revelation so does the story and purpose of marriage learn to read between the lines and join buddy helms in an eye opening and page turning journey through the bible you ll hear what many have to say about interpreting the bible s metaphors similes and types and discover what god has been trying to communicate to the world since the beginning of time marriage what s the deal the deal is you ll never look at marriage the same h e offers a layered nuanced interpretation of scripture that simultaneously will strengthen marriages and intensify christians understanding of the intimate relationship between christ and his church marv knox editor of the baptist standard

'While the Bridegroom is with Them' 2005-06-20
	his book was written based on the revelation i receivex from the spirit of the lord revealing the true identity of the bride of christ and that of the invited guests to the marriage supper of the lamb in revelation chapter 19 god used the parable of the wedding feast in matthew chapter 22 to symbolize the meaning and interpretation of the marriage supper of the lamb at the end of the age

A Garden Love Story 2023-02-02

at the heart of this book is the conviction that moderns have lost their ability to think morally and theologically moral language such as right wrong and ought is seen as meaningless modern society and frequently the church have adopted an emphasis on individual freedom and choice in which all is a matter of personal attitude or opinion then god plays little or no role in this important volume harry huebner and david schroeder analyze our moral predicament and its implications they build a case for an ethical approach based on scripture and the centrality of god and jesus christ an approach in which the church plays an integral role

Marriage 2010-06

to say love is what makes a marriage work is like saying it takes oxygen to climb a mountain yes oxygen is necessary but not sufficient from the author of the bestselling go giver series and his wife a clinically trained therapist this one of a kind relationship guide shows readers how to unlock a deeply satisfying abundant relationship based on simple everyday acts of generosity in this new narrative a position has opened up at the top of the multinational giant rachel s famous coffee and tom desperately wants the job to gain the position he must first go through a series of interviews with the company s top executives including its eccentric cfo jeremiah tom s wife tess is facing her own challenges the couple first met on the job where tess was a rising star until her career was put on hold by the birth of a son with special needs the trauma and heartbreak of the past six years has put tremendous stress on their marriage now tess has learned that her best friend amy is getting a divorce could she and tom be drifting in the same direction the thought leaves her stomach in knots but tom and tess are about to have a transformational day over the next few hours they will each learn from a wise cast of characters including some surprise guests from previous go giver stories about five powerful secrets to building a love that lasts over the years since the original book s publication the term go giver has become shorthand for a defining set of values that has helped hundreds of thousands of people around the world find greater professional success now with its charming fable within a parable followed by an in depth practical guide the go giver marriage brings the personal side of the go giver to life
"Everything is Ready: Come to the Marriage Banquet"
2012

one man one woman takes an in depth look at the marriage relationship of one man and one woman and how it reflects the beauty of Christ’s relationship with His church. One man one woman is a book about what was in God’s mind as He made the first man and the first woman and subsequently how we can discover the closest relationship possible with both God and spouse in this book we explore how pornography, adultery, homosexuality and judging one another breaks the oneness relationship and distracts us from focusing on what we should be focusing on—that is spreading the gospel and calling others to repentance and a turning away from sin. One man one woman is also about learning how to handle some of the many relationship challenges we face as imperfect beings living in an ever corrupting world. Christianity seemingly slumbers on sexual identity is becoming a matter of subjective preference and choice rather than birthright and blessing. Traditional marriage is ever weakening under fire and conventional sex is taking a back seat to alternative sexual exploration consequently divorce rates are accelerating and Christian marriage values are succumbing into a minority view but God had a plan in the beginning and marriage was and still is an integral part of that plan. In the Gospel of John Jesus uses an Eastern wedding custom when announcing he was leaving to prepare a place for you thus signaling the beginning of the end the impending wedding ceremony and the imminent start of eternity with Him people get ready Jesus is returning soon.

The Kingdom Parable of the Wedding Feast 2019-05-15

in this book you will get answers to the following questions: Is marriage for everyone? How does one prepare for marriage? What are the different categories of delay in life? Why are you not married? This book is not theoretical but practical. The contents have been tested and proven with shared testimonies to show your testimony is next as you read and act on all the book reveals. Olumide Oladapo Emmanuel is a man of multiple graces with influence across the religious and secular arena. He is a Bible scholar, a role model, a creative thinker, a motivational speaker, a business man, entrepreneur, wealth creation agent, leadership developer, counselor, and resource person. He is also a church planter, consultant, and administrator. He is a best-selling author with over forty books which have been celebrated both within and outside the shores of Nigeria. He is the General Overseer of Calvary Bible Church Idimu Lagos. He is the host of the Wisdom for Singles Conference which was birthed February 14, 1999. Wisdom for Singles today is a household name in Nigeria and beyond touching thousands of youths and singles. His daily and weekly media broadcast is a delight to millions. He sits on the board of numerous businesses and directly manages some of them which include: Common Sense Ltd, a group of businesses; Parable Ventures Ltd, PVL Wealth Creation Network WCN, Dynamites Forum International DFI, an NGO, and many others. He is the Setman over the Empowerment Assembly Tea and Executive Director Success Business Leadership School SBLS. He is the Founder President of Olumide Emmanuel Foundation OEF, an NGO established with the aim of eradicating poverty and establishing legacy. He is married with children.

Church as Parable 2018-07-10

the teachers of Hasidism gave new life to the literary tradition of parable—a story that teaches a spiritual or moral truth in the Hasidic parable. Acclaimed author Aryeh Wineman takes readers through the great works of the Hasidic story-tellers telling parables explains Rabbi Wineman was a strategy that the Hasidic masters used to foster a radical shift in thinking about God, the world, and the values and norms of religious life. Although these parables date back 200 years or more, they deal with moral and religious themes and issues still relevant today. Each is accompanied by notes and commentary by the author. He illuminates their ideological significance and their historical roots and background. These parables have been culled from classical Hasidic homiletic texts chosen because of their literary qualities and their explanation of key concepts in the Hasidic worldview, and also because of what they say to us about the conflicts and tensions.
The Go-Giver Marriage 2022-03-08

this is a love story that will inspire you challenge you and warm your heart as it takes you on a journey through the life passages of a fictional marriage it is about the secret of finding and moreover staying in love the marriage story is a modern parable about the universal desire for a better life it is also a cautionary reminder of how easy it is to become sidetracked by things that have little to do with loving each other for a young couple about to be married the marriage story shines a light on the road ahead with all of its promises and potholes for couples who have graduated to their second decade together the marriage story is a wake up call for how easily love can slip away and for couples reaching their golden years the marriage story will feel like either a celebration for a life well lived or a regret for what could have been finally the marriage story is a declaration that it is possible to stay in love for life as long as we care more about each other than about life s distractions the things that don t really matter

New Testament Nuptial Imagery 1971

in divine marriage from eden to the end of days andre villeneuve explores the mystery of god s love in the bible and ancient jewish tradition scripture portrays the covenant between god and his people as a divine human marriage spanning through all of human history for the ancient jewish interpreters god married humanity at the dawn of creation in the garden of eden but the union was broken by human sin the lord restored the relationship when he betrothed israel at mount sinai yet the covenant was wounded again with the transgression of the golden calf the nuptial bond was healed anew commemorated and reenacted through liturgical worship in israel s tabernacle and temple this worship in god s nuptial chamber in turn anticipated the ultimate fulfillment of the divine human marriage in the messianic age at the end of history the first part of the book explores the marriage through israel s biblical history in light of ancient jewish exegesis the second part unveils the marriage in the ancient interpretation of the song of songs and in wisdom literature the third part reveals how the same symbolism is taken up in the new testament and applied to the marriage between christ and the church

The Sunday-school World 1898

discover what it means to be the bride of christ the bible is full of wedding language metaphors symbolism and pictures explaining the importance and significance of marriage in will you marry me author laynie travis discusses how the bridegroom and bride relationship found in the bible is more than a metaphor she shares how jesus offers you an invitation and gives you clues showing what he intends this love relationship to look like in this seven session study laynie explains that jesus your bridegroom passionately pursues you and invites you to be his bride she teaches how to become betrothed to christ how to prepare yourself in this life for the coming wedding and how to participate in a reciprocating love relationship with him she uses jewish wedding history biblical illustrations miracles and parables to demonstrate the deeper spiritual significance of what it means to be betrothed to jesus this study includes information and discussion about the ancient jewish wedding process and how it applies to believers the parable of the ten virgins and the parable of the man in the wrong wedding clothes the story of the jewish brides of isaac and jacob and their betrothal scenes jesus first miracle at the wedding in cana jesus the samaritan woman and the betrothal scene the future prophetic wedding rapture and second coming of christ jesus is on his knee pleading for your hand in marriage

One Man One Woman 2017-06-20

The Parable of the Ten Virgins Opened: Or, Christ's
Coming as a Bridegroom Cleared Up, Etc 1676

Why Are You Not Married? 2012

The Hasidic Parable 2001-05-01

The Marriage Story 2011-12-01

Library of Congress Subject Headings 1994

Library of Congress Subject Headings 2004

The International Revision Commentary on the New Testament 1882

Becoming Heirs Together of the Grace of Life 1991

Sunday-school Lessons on the Teachings of Jesus 1880

Divine Marriage from Eden to the End of Days 2021-10-12

Christ's Watch-word. Being the Parable of the Virgins, expounded, etc. (An exposition of the first part of the XXV. chapter of Saint Matthew.). 1630

Discourses on domestic duties. Discourses on the parable of the sower 1824

Will You Marry Me? 2019-11-06

A Commentary, Critical, Practical and Explanatory, on the Old and New Testaments 1882

St. Matthew 1894
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